
The six fundamental mind hacks for achieving lasting performance success 
A surprising secret to eliminate stage fright and feel confident when presenting
Does fear make you a bad presenter/speaker? Why we are afraid and how to stop panic in three
easy steps.  

 

 
 
Elisa Di Napoli, a hypnotherapist, NLP practitioner, empowerment and performance
coach, author, and singer-songwriter helps performing artists command the stage
and magnify their presence so they can share their gifts with their audience and
shine their light on the world.
 
Best selling author of “Dare to Be Seen” she has been featured on radio and
podcasts, and her articles have been published on blogs and online magazines.
Elisa's background in comparative religion, music, and acting allows her to offer
creative strategies for her clients, while her motto “Dare to be Seen” urges them to
shine their light on the world.
 

Bonuses for your audience (The six Fundamental Mind Hacks for
Performance Success, The essential vocal warm up to perform with
Authentic Confidence  and Limiting Beliefs Buster)
Dare to be Seen - The Book  (US)  (UK)
Dare to be Seen - Premium Online Course
Twitter
Instagram
Facebook
Linkedin
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PLEASE CONTACT ELISA  AT INFO@HYPNOTICHEALING.CO.UK  TO
REQUEST A LIST OF TALKING POINTS FOR ANY SEGMENT IDEA

RELEVANT LINKS
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clients in New Zealand
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Featured on
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Blogs such as Time To
Shine, Therapy Chat,

Radio Active , a Lust for
Life and Hypnotherapy

Journal

"I lecture, give papers,
speak at conferences,

moderate talks and Elisa
definitively made me
understand how to

strengthen my qualities
and improve my
presentations" 
Cecilia Canziani

"Elisa's help has been
priceless to me, she has

a depth and
understanding that cant

be taught, if I could
leave 100% star review I

would" 
David Jeans

READ MORE REVIEWS HERE

https://hypnotichealing.co.uk/freebies/
https://www.amazon.com/Dare-Seen-Performance-Transformational-Hypnotherapy-ebook/dp/B07Z452PZ5/
https://www.amazon.com/Dare-Seen-Performance-Transformational-Hypnotherapy-ebook/dp/B07Z452PZ5/
https://hypnotichealing.co.uk/getonlinecourse
https://twitter.com/Elisa_Di_Napoli
https://www.instagram.com/hypnotic_healing_and_coaching/
https://www.facebook.com/hypnotichealing.edinburgh/?notif_t=fbpage_admin
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hypnotichealingedinburgh/
https://hypnotichealing.co.uk/reviews/

